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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which features does the HP Designjet 130 RIP offer? Select THREE.
 

A. postscript processing

B. nesting

C. print queuing

D. on-screen preview

E. tiling

F. spot color matching
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

What is the function of the light inks on an HP six color printer?
 

A. extend the color gamut of the printer

B. increase print density

C. create more saturated colors

D. increase the resolution and smoothness in highlight areas
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

What is an advantage of using the HP-provided ICC profiles with the HP Designjet 130 driver?

They _______.
 

A. compensate for different media thicknesses

B. enable users to make prints that match the original and screen preview

C. keep printed ink densitities the same from printer to printer

D. select the best resolution automatically
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

What benefit do HP's inkjet printheads offer to customers?
 

A. support of solvent-based inks

B. they do not use heat
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C. permanent printheads which never need to be replaced

D. proven, reliable, easy-to-replace technology
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

What is the purpose of a RIP? Select THREE.
 

A. editing photo files

B. creating vector artwork

C. driving the printer

D. interpreting and rendering Postscript and PDF

E. controlling digital scanners and cameras

F. applying output color management
 

Answer: C,D,F

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

When are color rendering intents useful?
 

A. when colors must be translated from one color space to another

B. when images are converted to dots of ink by the RIP

C. when color must be soft-proofed on a monitor

D. when Postscript commands are interpreted for printing
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

What is the opposite of Blue?
 

A. yellow

B. orange

C. magenta

D. green
 

Answer: A
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QUESTION NO: 8 
 

What is an advantage of HP Tyvek?
 

A. it is less expensive than Heavyweight Coated Paper

B. it is very lightweight for large signs

C. it is more durable than scrim vinyl

D. the color gamut is really large
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

What is the white point of a display specified as?
 

A. contrast value

B. color temperature

C. brightness level

D. levels value
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

What are Pantone spot colors mixed from?
 

A. Pantone formula colors

B. RGB process inks

C. Pantone CMYK process colors

D. They are not mixed
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 11 
 

What is the aspect ratio of an image the relationship of?
 

A. number of dots to image pixel

B. horizontal to vertical pixel depth

C. width to height

D. scan vs. final resolution
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